Data in our hands. Insight in yours.
A physicist at your fingertips.
Your dose management solution should provide

- Industry leading expertise
- Daily monitoring
- Best practice guidance
- Optimization for quality care

OPTIMIZE: On-demand physics expertise via a simple subscription

**Insight**
Alert Review & Analysis
Let us take on the burden of managing alerts so issues are identified and corrected immediately

**Expertise**
Best Practice Guidance
Recommendations for balancing dose and image quality, policy and procedure development and standardizing care enterprise-wide

**Compliance**
Benchmarking & Protocols
Hands-on protocol management, size-specific and pediatric protocols, CT and flouro benchmarking and recommendations for dose index ranges

**Simplicity**
Automated Data Collection
Daily insights from data captured using our cloud-based software
Optimization at Work

Daily monitoring and unlimited access feed a cycle of improvement helping you to stay compliant and deliver quality patient care

Daily Monitoring
Your dedicated LANDAUER physicist performs their routine review of your alerts and performance

Insights in Your Inbox
Receive an email with their findings and recommendation

Expertise
Opportunities to optimize are identified

Unlimited Access
Click to review the insight in the system or to schedule a meeting to discuss

Confidence in your daily practice

The longer a protocol goes without being optimized or incidents go unaddressed, the greater risk to patients. OPTIMIZE is the answer.

Quarterly Reviews
Without daily governance issues can go unidentified

Daily Monitoring
Faster resolutions with OPTIMIZE by our physics experts we reduce outliers quickly for improved patient care

Time-Savings
To alleviate the burden on your team, we analyze your data and share only what you need to act on
Getting Connected

Here’s how it’s done

• Install an on-premise site server (VM)
• VM connects your PACS to our cloud-based software
• Real time analysis begins

Here’s how we make it easy

• No PHI leaves your hospital network
• Eliminates need to export data
• Simplifies upgrades

Why LANDAUER?

100% Compliance

250 Customers

Leveraging our expertise

5 Million Exams analyzed each year

2000 Insights annually

20,000 Protocols reviewed each year

Visit landauer.com/OPTIMIZE